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Led Zeppelin

Foreword
Rock is a small-group art. It’s about playing together—guitar, bass, keys, and drums locked
into a tight groove, hammering away on a relentless riff while functioning as one seamless
rhythm section. Many music schools are now teaching in a rock group format in addition
to, or even instead of, individual private lessons, because it is in the group format that we
really learn to rock.
Alfred’s Rock Ed. series presents many of the greatest rock songs of all time in professionally
arranged guitar, bass, keyboard, and drum folios for beginning and intermediate rock
bands. This series is perfect for schools that teach students to perform together in a rock
band and for individuals looking to start their own garage band. Each instrument-specific
folio includes parts, instruction, a DVD-ROM with MP3s, our exclusive TNT 2 software, plus
full score and vocal chart PDFs!

Learning with the MP3s and

Software

As you work your way through the song lessons, you’ll notice numbered disc icons
throughout the lesson examples. These icons correspond to the MP3s on the provided
disc. And there’s also a sound-alike recording and play-along track (minus the instrument)
for every song, so you can jam along with a professional band—if you don’t already have a
band of your own. These recordings are invaluable as you learn to play in a group—they’re
basically a road map for how you should sound as you improve at your instrument.
The TNT 2 software gives you even more options: you can alter the instrument and vocal
mixes of every song to hear how the parts work together, slow tracks down for in-depth
listening, loop sections to focus in on a part, and even change keys (perfect for vocal practice)!
For instructions on accessing the MP3s, installing the TNT 2 Custom Mix software, and
system requirements, refer to page 1.
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kashmir
“Kashmir” is one of the standout tracks from Led Zeppelin’s 1975 album Physical Graffiti. It
features a title from a north Indian province, an ominous guitar riff, lyrics inspired by a trip
through the Moroccan desert, and orchestral strings performing in Middle Eastern modes.
The DVD-ROM: In addition to the sound-alike and play-along MP3s, all music examples are
provided on the disc. Use the DVD-ROM to carefully listen to your parts and practice along.
Also, with the included TNT 2 Custom Mix software, you can alter the instrument and vocal
mix, isolate or subtract any of the parts, slow tracks down, and loop sections for practice.
The Sound: Although the original recording utilizes an authentic Indian string section, that sound
is easily reproduced using a single keyboard/synthesizer. You should find an orchestral string
patch that allows you to bring in brass with your modulation wheel.
Verse Riff: The opening and verse riff is a three-bar phrase based on a three-beat pattern that
4
repeats over and over again. Because it’s a three-beat pattern played in 4 , the pattern begins on
beat 1 of bar 1, then repeats on beat 4 of bar 1, beat 3 of bar 2, and beat 2 of bar 3 before starting
all over again. So this creates a three-measure phrase with slightly asymmetrical six- and 12-bar
verse phrases instead of the usual four- and eight-bar phrases.
The keyboard in our arrangement basically doubles the low end of the guitar.
Track 1

At measure 19, a simple instrumental descending sequence is introduced. This two-measure
pattern is performed twice before returning to the opening riff. Use the mod wheel to bring in
the brass patch for this section.
Track 2
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Track 3

Verse 2: The opening riff is repeated, but a new string/brass line is introduced every third
measure. It may take some practice to perform both the left- and right-hand parts together, so
feel free to drop the left hand when first performing this song.

At measure 43, the instrumental section is re-stated with an added twist: The second measure
9
4
of the pattern is in 8 instead of 4 . This may seem difficult, but it’s not. Think of it as exactly the
4
3
3
same as the 4 measure for the first three quarter notes, followed by six sixteenth notes ( 4 plus 8 ).
Track 4

Track 5
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Interlude: Beginning at measure 45, the interlude is a short four-bar pattern on the A5 chord
with a melodic line at the end of each phrase. Keep the brass patch on to thicken the sound of
this funky section.

